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468a Tuesday, February 10, 2015monomers, each of which has its own water pore. AQP0 water conduction is
regulated by pH, Ca2þ concentration, and the phosphorylation of Serine resi-
dues at the C-terminal. High cellular Ca2þ concentration enhances the binding
of Calmodulin (CaM), a Ca2þ dependent protein, to AQP0 from cytoplasm.
Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations performed to investigate the effects
of two Calmodulin binding to AQP0 tetramer revealed free energy barriers
up to 6 kcal/mol for water conduction. MD simulations also exposed three
distinct locations, where the water molecule’s pathway changes between
AQP0-CaM model versus AQP0 open model.
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The structural characterization of membrane-associated proteins on fluid lipid
bilayers remains a challenge in structural biology. Neutron reflection (NR)
from engineered planar interfaces has emerged as a method that provides sub-
nanometer resolution of protein-membrane complexes in a functional lipid
environment. Interpretation of NR data gives a scattering length density
(SLD) envelope, which describes the distribution of protein density normal to
the membrane. A full interpretation of the SLD profile requires knowledge of
the internal structure of the protein. However, for intrinsically disordered protein
regions, multiple conformational states contribute to an SLD density profile that
cannot bemappedback to a single structure.A completemolecular interpretation
then requires sophisticated modeling approaches. Molecular Dynamics (MD)
simulations are a well-established tool for studying the structure and dynamics
of biomolecular systems, including protein-membrane complexes. We previ-
ously used MD simulations to refine NR results beyond the limits of scattering
resolution. However, such studies are often plagued by long equilibration times.
To better interpret the limited structural information from NR, we designed an
algorithm that implements a potential to bias MD simulations toward configura-
tions that reproduce the experimental results. The potentials are determined by
comparing experimental SLD distributions with time-averaged profiles from
the molecular simulations. These are converted into steering forces that become
weaker as the resulting simulation profiles match the experimental results more
closely. This results in guiding the structure toward the desired configuration,
rather than rigidly confining it to the experimental density. Here we show appli-
cations of this method to model peptides and small protein systems.
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Accurate and timely protein degradation is a vital cellular process. Protein
degradation is performed by the 26S proteasome complex, a large multi-
subunit molecular machine that recognizes, binds, and degrades protein sub-
strates covalently bound to poly-ubiquitin tags. The 26S proteasome, which
recognizes ubiquitin tags through its subunit Rpn10, has a preference for bind-
ing K48-linked tetra-ubiquitin chains. However, Rpn10 and its homologs usu-
ally have only one or two ubiquitin binding sites, located on their long and
flexible C-terminal arms. Here, to examine the role of Rpn10 in the 26S protea-
some preference for tetra-ubiquitin tags, we perform molecular dynamics sim-
ulations of Rpn10 bound to mono-ubiquitin and poly-ubiquitin chains. To
overcome timescale and sampling limitations, we use a combination of a hybrid
model force field (PACE) and temperature replica exchange molecular dy-
namics (T-REMD) simulations. The performed simulations characterize in
detail Rpn10 binding to its ubiquitin partners and identify transient contacts
that could stabilize Rpn10 (and 26S proteasome) binding to poly-ubiquitin
chains. Our results demonstrate at atomic resolution how the flexible Rpn10
subunit contributes to the recognition of poly-ubiquitin tags.
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Huntington’s disease is a neurodegenerative disease characterized by mutations
causing polyglutamine (polyQ) repeats in proteins. Mutated proteins misfold,
aggregate, and form amyloid-like fibrils in the neuron. Experimental techniques
such as resonance Raman, circular dichroism, and ssNMR are used to analyzeproperties of polyQ systems, but lack the ability to monitor the molecular ag-
gregation mechanism. In this work, polyQ peptide monomers and dimers are
studied using molecular dynamics (MD) methods in order to better understand
early stages of aggregation. We have characterized the monomeric conforma-
tional ensemble of D2Q10K2 peptides in aqueous and protein-globule environ-
ments. We also investigate dimerization properties of these peptides. Adaptive
biasing force paired with MD is used to evaluate the dimerization free energies
and conformations of D2Q10K2 peptides. Classical MD is used to simulate the
favorable dimeric conformations in equilibrium, as to better understand the in-
teractions and dynamics of these structures. These results will be presented and
discussed.
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The prokaryotic protein FtsZ plays an important but poorly understood role in
bacterial cell division. Prior research has shown that GTP-bound FtsZ polymer-
izes in a ring-like structure called the Z-ring at the cell-septum site, where di-
vision occurs. The de-polymerization of the Z-ring upon hydrolysis of GTP
provides the mechanical forces needed for cell division. The present study
explored the hypothesis that polymerization of GTP-FtsZ is inhibited at high
pressures_preventing bacteria from dividing_and so explains the observed
morphological differences between bacteria samples grown at standard and
high pressures, respectively. We have computed Gibbs free energy difference,
DG, between monomer and dimer forms of GTP-FtsZ from Methanococcus
Jannaschii using molecular dynamics simulations. Our results suggest that
the difference in Gibbs free energy between the monomer and dimer states
of GTP-FtsZ decreases with pressures suggesting that the de-polymerization
of FtsZ is enhanced at high pressures. Furthermore, we find that DG first de-
creases slowly with pressures and then drops drastically hinting at a critical
pressure value Pcrit, beyond which depolymerization of FtsZ is significantly
more likely. Our simulation studies corroborate well with experimental results
of enhanced filamentation of bacterial cells at high pressures.
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The Nucleosome Core Particle (NCP) is the fundamental unit of DNA pack-
aging in eukaryotic cells. It consists of ~147 base pairs of DNA that are wrap-
ped around an octameric protein core. Despite extensive experimental and
theoretical work, the detailed physical mechanisms of important processes
such as nucleosome opening, NCP-NCP interactions, and chromatin folding
are not fully understood. Atomistic molecular dynamics (MD) simulations
can in theory be a useful method to study these processes, however the time-
scales accessible to MD simulations are too short to explore these mechanisms.
Therefore, we have used all-atom MD simulation data to derive a new Coarse-
Grained (CG) model of the NCP. In this model, NCP residues are modeled us-
ing spherical beads centered on the DNA phosphorus and protein a-carbon
atoms. DNA is represented by two types of beads that distinguish between
base pairs (i.e. A-T and C-G), whereas protein residues are divided into two
types based on their structure (i.e. a-helices and coils/loops). Force field param-
eters were derived using a hybrid approach of the iterative Boltzmann inversion
method for bonded parameters, and Force Matching for non-bonded parame-
ters. Our CG model significantly speeds up NCP simulations, and is expected
to be useful in examining nucleosome opening, NCP-NCP interactions, and
chromatin folding. Moreover, it is capable of reproducing the structural prop-
erties of the underlying atomistic system.
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We use molecular dynamics simulations to study the process of assembly of M2
into clusters and the subsequent induction of negative curvature on model lipid
membranes leading to the process of budding and scission observed experimen-
tally (Rossman et. al., Cell 142, pp. 902-913, 2010). Systems under study are
represented with the coarse grained MARTINI forcefield, with lipids having
various degrees of acyl chain saturation used to represent membranes at the
Lo and Ld states. Simulations with different acyl chain lenghts are used in order
to simulate various sphingomyelin lipids in order to study hydrophobic
